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ROTATING TARGET FOR INTENSE 14-MeV NElTfRON SOURCE* 

Rex Booth, H. H. Bar scha l l , and E. Goldberg 
Lawrence Livermore l abora to ry 
Livermore, Ca l i fo rn ia 94550 

Sunmary 

The previously described intense source of 14-
MeV neutrons has been observed to produce a source 
strength of 3 x lÔ -2 s-lj and a flux density of 7 x 
10ll cm-2 s-1 on a small sample. Development work is 
in progress to increase the intensity further. 

Introduction 

The 14-MeV neutron source at Liveraore has been 
described previously.1>2 An intense beam of atomic 
deuterium ions is stopped in a target consisting of a 
layer of Ti in which tritium is absorbed. The Ti la
yer has a diameter of 14 cm. The target rotates at 
1100 rpm, and its outer surface is water cooled. We 
wish to report some more recent studies and develop
ments on this source, as well as some applications. 

Applications 
A high-intensity 14-MeV source is useful in bio

medical work and in testing of Materials for applica
tions for controlled thermonuclear reactions. For 
most biomedical applications, some shielding is re
quired. To accomodate the shielding, the object to be 
irradiated is placed far enough from the source that 
only the total number of neutrons emitted by the source 
natters. For materials testing applications, however, 
the s^^ple is usually small und can be placed next to 
the r.-..irce so that the usefulnor.n of the source is.de
termined by -On; attainable flux density which depends 
on the diamrter and the accessibility of the source. 
Our neutrtin source is designed to optimize its useful
ness for both types of experiments. 

Source Strength 

We previously reported a source strength of 
2 x 10 1 2 neutrons/s when a good fresh target is bom
barded with 8 mA of 400-keV deuterons. The source 
strength decreases with a half life of about 700 mfth 
if all target areas receive equal charges' of deuteron 
beam. The inner portion deteriorates, hewever, appre
ciably faster that the outer portion. We have been 
able to increase the beam current to 12 mA and to ob
tain a source strength of 3 » 10 1 2 neutrons/s, but 
this operation strains the high voltage supply and re
duces target life time. In order to make higher source 
strengths available the following changes are under way: 
A new high-voltage power supply rated at 60 mA instead 
of the present 20 nA has been ordered. A new ion 
source has been constructed that produces 40 nA of 
deuteron current, and a larger rotating target has been 
built. 

Larger Target 

Fig. 1 shows a drawing of the larger rotating 
target and Fig. 2 shows a photograph. Hie rotating 
seal is the same as that used on the smaller target. 
The new target has a diameter of 22 cm instead of IS 
cm. A conical section permits the 22-cm target to be 
used with the 15-cm diameter rotating seal. The tar
get backing is a 1-Jim thick sheet of Cu-Zr alloy (fm-
ziro) that is hydroformed to have a radius of curvature 
of 23 cm. The targets are coated with T* .ind IO-KVVI 
with tritium at the Isotopes Division of Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. Since this target has twice the 
area of the previously used target we expect it to have 
a substantially longer life time than the smaller 
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Fig. 1 Rotating target. The section to the right of the bearing and 
seal rotates at 1100 rpm. The 22-cm diameter tritium-loaded target 
is held with an 0-ring seal at the end of the accelerator vacuum sys
tem. The section to the right of the bellows is' slowly moved up and 
down so that all parts of the target can be used. 
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Fig. 2 Photograph of the largo rotating target shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. The upper part of the water 
catcher has been removed to show the target itself. 

targets, but we received the larger targets only 
recently and have rot yet had enough operating exper
ience with them. 
Effect of Beam Spot Size en Target Life 

For msst uses, the deutoron beam passes through 
a 1.6 an diameter collimator in front of the target. 
There is qualitative evidence that focussing tin beam 
too sharply within this area results in rapid target 
deterioration, We have observed, for <.-xo!.$le, that 
when a target had been bombarded at a fixed radius 
of rotation with a sharp bean, reduction of beam cur
rent by defocussing increase; neutron yield,. 

BffecT of Tarp.ot Thickness on Target Life 
Me have attempt* / to study the effect of the 

thickness of the ?•' ' . •* >er on target life and neu
tron yield. It j • able to n*»k& this layer ass 
thin as possible > -uaize the tritium requirement 
both to reduce tie hwatd and the cost. In addition, 
* thinner layer should reduce the resistance to heat 
flow through the layer. The range of MOO-kcV dcutcr-
ons is about 1.6 jsa/cra? in Ti. Since the neutron pro
duction cross section remains large down to about 50 
keV deuteron eiM^y, layers less than 1.1 eg/at? thick 
would be expected to produce lower yields. Whether 
increasing the thickness above 1.6 eg/cm* result* in 
longer target lifetimes depends en whether tritium 
diffuses from tie deeper layers to replenish released 
or displaced tritium at the depth at which neutrons 
are produced. In order to be able to nuke reliable 
comparisons between targets of different thickness *m 
obtained from the Oik Ridge laboratory three targets 
each of which consisted of four sectors of thicknesses 
between l.S ami G Mg/cm7. During each revolution of 
the target the txsa sweeps over all four see tors, so 
that all sectors received ths sane bewtardmant. The 
neutron yield is csnitered with a plastic scintillator 
and displayed «i rrn essf llosesspc state SMSKJJ* is asyn
chronized with ths> target rotation. Initially all 
four sectors of ,-t i'ivtn target produced approximately 
the same yield, '.tut ews of tha three targets gave a 
20% lower yield titan the other two. In this low yield 
target the yield dropped at about the same rate f«> 
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all four sectors. For the other two targets tl« yield 
decreased most rapidly for the thinnest l.iy»r <mi most 
slowly for layers of thickness between 3.S and 'i.S 
ing/cm*. While there appear to be variations in the 
performance of different targets, our experience in
dicates tliat the optimum thickness is between 2 and 
2-1/2 times the deuteron range. 

Available neutron Flux Density 
The highest available flux density for irradia

tion of snail samples is determined by the average 
distance to the point at which the neutrons are pro
duced. This average distance depends on the s.'zc of 
the target spot and the spacing between tin Ti-T layer 
and tha sample. The latter spacing is limited by the 
thickness of the target backing (1 me), of the layer 
of cooling water (*1 mm), and of the stainless steel 
water spreader and water catcher cover (0.3 nrn). The 
normal distance batvoen the neutron source and the 
sample can therefor* be a l ittle less than <i rata, but • 
the size of the beam spot cannot be mMsurcd directly. 
In order to measure the available flux density, we 
activated small samples of Zr and S elora to the source 
and observed the 3.2-day activity from 9°Zr(n,2n) re
action and the M-day activity from the 32S(n,p) re
action. The first reaction has an effective threshold 
of 12 HeV, the latter of 2 MeV. The cross section 
of the 9°&<(n,2n) reaction increase* with neutron 
energy, while that of the S(n,p) reaction decrease* 
with neutron energy between 14 and 1S.6 KeV which is 
the range of energies of neutrons emitted in the for
ward hemisphere. The samples are discs about 1 cm in 
diameter} the Zr discs are about 0.S mm thick, the S 
discs were 2 m thick. Fight discs of tha same ele
ment were irradiated simultaneously at various dis
tances up to 5 cm from the target, tin ctav-jt disc 
touched tin outside of the water catcher. 'Hie discs 
were arranged parallel to each other with their 
axis parallel to the dcuteron beam .ier.1 (>.>int>r« at tin 
center of the toon spot. The center of tin K\tfa spot 
had been determine! by placing a Kodak IVitha lis. LHJ15 
film on the cover of the Miter catcher. 'Stila film was 
developed in a Ha OH solution and clearly showed the 
location of the center of the neutron source. For 
the «ctiv.iH<>n ateut 3 x 10" wilnts/sr wt*j pro-
duced in the forward direction. 

If one assume!; that at S cs f ron the target the 
effect of finite target vim car, be neglected, the 
eource strength as measura) by a proton recoil counter 
and by the two activation detector.! agreed to 12% 
which is consistent with the accurtiey to which tha 
activation cross sections are known. By comparing 
the activities of tin farthest anti closest discs we 
obtain m equivalent O/.t') distance from ttes source 
to the center of the tils': of S.S rats. 

A simple rutin-,*slicil rodel,'* assuming a circu
lar disc radiating uniformly and isotropically, was 
«NMined. Within a mil l sample positioned on the 
*xis of the disc of rvtdiur. <R,) and a d*stance (Z) 
from the disc, the reaction rate will be: 
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ar to Csee W« 
Wham S * aounw surface density 

X * reaction Kan-free-path 
*cc ^ « I?? * R*)J/V/. 

ftisnlaratant of the sample nona.il to ti« disc axis by 
an incvaemt, c, lends to the Hare elaborate expression 
for the reaction rat#: 
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a finite saaple disc, numerical integration ovtr 
d" 

v i 
data. 
the disc using tht latter expression yields the quan
tity which nay bt compared directly to experimental 

An attempt use nade to fit the variation of ac
tivity with distance to calculations using the above 
model based on various assumed siaes of neutron source 
and minimi spacing between source and detector. 
Fif. 3 shows a plot of the observed Zr activity at a 
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r i g . 3 Zr activity times distance squared as a func-
vien of distance from the neutron source. Iht oalcu-
'.•iticn i s based on the assumption of a disc source of 
» rr. •Mdius and of a distance between tits source and 
•hs inner face of the f i r s t J—pie of * a*. 

function of distance froM the source for an assumed 
radius of the neutron source of 3 am and minimum spac-
' , of <» mm. Account was taken of tht rapidly rising 

p(n,2n) cross section in the EJ, * 15 HeV range 
through Monte Carlo calculations. This correction, 
shewn in Fig. 3 , arises because of the variation of 
source neutron energy with emission angle. Tht c lo
ser discs, which see sore of the oblique neutrons, 
require the largest adjustment. The good f i t indicatas 
that tht assuasd radius i s consistent with the obser
vations. 

Available Flux Density for Materials Testing 

If a snail sample ( i . e . < 3 mm diameter) can be 
placed «t am from a source of I * 1 0 " a" 1, a flux den
sity of about S-7 x l o l l cm-2.s-l. i s available. This 
can bt raised to 9 * 10"- car 2 s" 1 i f tht spacing i s 
reduced to an allowable 3 m . Tht source strength 
decreases, however, with time because of target deteri
oration with a MOO hour half l i f e . . Ht have exposed 
small Mb samples to fluencee of 1 0 " car 2 by runs 
which have lasted SO hours. 

•Mark perfumed under tht auspices of the U.S. Atomic 
Energy Coasdssion. 
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